Phosphorylation of Rabies Virus Nucleoprotein Regulates Viral RNA Transcription and Replication by Modulating Leader RNA Encapsulation
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Both rabies virus and vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV) belong to the *Rhabdoviridae* family (7). The two viruses share a number of characteristics, such as the genome organization and replication strategies (15). However, rabies virus and VSV also show marked differences. For example, rabies virus has lower transcriptase activity (8, 12) and replicates more slowly than VSV (4). Furthermore, rabies virus is almost exclusively neurotropic in vivo (7), whereas VSV is pantropic (15). One of the major structural differences between the two viruses is that the N is the major phosphoprotein and P is less phosphorylated in rabies virus, whereas P is the major phosphoprotein and N is not phosphorylated in VSV (14).

Previous research has proposed that rabies virus N and VSV N play a crucial role in the transition from viral RNA transcription to replication by encapsidating the positive-strand leader RNA, the first viral products made in an infected cell, and preventing them from further initiating genomic RNA transcription (2, 16–18). In vitro studies have shown that both rabies virus N and VSV N preferentially interact with positive-strand leader RNA over other RNA species (3, 18). Furthermore, Patton et al. (13) showed that VSV N alone can support transcription and replication of a rabies virus minigenome (5).

Dephosphorylated N binds more strongly to leader RNA than does phosphorylated N. Because rabies virus N plays an important role in the transition from viral RNA transcription to replication by encapsidating leader RNA, we compared the abilities of the phosphorylated and the dephosphorylated N to encapsidate leader RNA. Recombinant rabies virus N was expressed in insect cells and purified by affinity chromatography with anti-N antibodies as described previously (9). It then was subjected to dephosphorylation with calf intestine phosphatase (CIP; Boehringer Mannheim Biochemicals). The dephosphorylated N was used to encapsidate in vitro-transcribed leader RNA (L-70) as described previously (18). RNA transcription and labeling were carried out with a transcription kit (Promega) according to the manufacturer’s specifications. RNA encapsidation was performed as follows. Recombinant N (2 μg) purified from insect cells treated with CIP at 0.5, 2, or 8 U was allowed to react with in vitro-transcribed RNA (10⁶ cpm per reaction) as described previously (18). Purified N without dephosphorylation was included as a control. The RNA-protein mixtures were subjected to digestion with 2 U of micrococcal nuclease and 2 μg of RNase A at 37°C for 30 min. The reaction products were analyzed by electrophoresis on a 4% polyacrylamide gel containing 5% glycerol. As shown in Fig. 1, the dephosphorylated N encapsidated more leader RNA than the phosphorylated N. The intensity of binding of the dephosphorylated N to leader RNA was proportional to the amount of CIP added to the dephosphorylation reaction, showing that RNA encapsidation was regulated by the amount of N phosphorylation.

Mutation of phosphoserine 389 of rabies virus N to alanine. To confirm the observation that phosphorylation of N affects RNA encapsidation, the phosphoserine at position 389 of N (6) was mutated to alanine by site-directed mutagenesis. A mutation primer [5’ CCTCGTGCCTGACG(a) TTGTACAGTT CC3’], which changes the serine to alanine, and a selection primer [5’ TTTCCGGAAGAC(t) TCTCCTCCAGA3’], which eliminates the EcoRI site but does not change the corresponding amino acid residue, were made, and site-directed mutagen-
thesis was carried out according to the protocol for the Transformer mutagenesis kit (Clontech). The resulting plasmid was sequenced to confirm the mutation, and the plasmid with correct sequence was designated pRN-S389A. Like the wild-type N gene, the gene for the unphosphorylated N in the plasmid is under the control of the T7 promoter. To ascertain that the mutated N is not phosphorylated, plasmid pRN or pRN-S389A was transfected into BHK cells infected with recombinant vaccinia virus vTF7-3 (11) in duplicate sets. One set of the transfected cells was labeled with [35S]methionine (Amersham) and the other was labeled with [32P]phosphoric acid (ICN). Transfected cells were harvested and subjected to immunoprecipitation with anti-N monoclonal antibody (MAb) 377-7 (6). The immunoprecipitate was subjected to sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) analysis. As shown in Fig. 2, the mutated N, which was immunoprecipitated from the cells labeled with [35S]methionine, had the same mobility as the wild-type N in SDS-PAGE, indicating that the mutated N was synthesized. A phosphorylated N band was observed in SDS-PAGE with cells transfected with the wild-type N gene (pRN) labeled with [32P]phosphoric acid but not from cells transfected with the mutated N gene (pRN-S389A) also labeled with [32P]phosphoric acid, indicating that the wild-type N was phosphorylated in BHK cells but the mutated N was not.

To further study the ability of the unphosphorylated N to encapsidate leader RNA, wild-type N and mutated N were synthesized in the in vitro coupled transcription and translation system (Promega) as described previously (10), and it was found that similar amounts of N and mutant N were synthesized in the system as analyzed by SDS-PAGE (Fig. 3B). For encapsidation of leader RNA, in vitro-labeled leader RNA (L-70) (18) was added to each of the synthesis mixtures. The putative complex was immunoprecipitated with MAb 377-7, and RNA from the immunoprecipitated complex was extracted and analyzed on a 20% polyacrylamide gel containing 6 M urea (A). The amounts of phosphorylated N and unphosphorylated N (N-S389A) synthesized in the in vitro transcription and translation system were compared by SDS-PAGE analysis (B). Ctr, control.

Absence of N phosphorylation results in a decrease of the transcription and replication of a rabies virus minigenome. The stronger binding of dephosphorylated N to leader RNA than of phosphorylated N may indicate that the phosphorylation of N affects the encapsidation process and, therefore, may affect viral transcription and replication. To test this hypothesis, we have used the reverse-genetics system described by Conzelmann and Schnell (5) to express a rabies virus minigenome and test directly the effects of unphosphorylated and phosphorylated N on viral RNA transcription and replication. The plasmids for expression of the minigenome (pSDI-CAT),
rabies virus L (pT7T-L), glycoprotein (pT7T-G), and matrix protein (pT7T-M) were kindly provided by K. Conzelmann. Plasmids for expression of N (pRN) and P (pRP) were constructed previously in our laboratory (10). These plasmids were transfected into BHK cells infected with recombinant vaccinia virus vTF7-3 (5 to 10 PFU/cell) as described previously (5). Transfected cells were harvested 48 h later and lysed with lysis buffer (0.25 M Tris [pH 7.8]), and chloramphenicol acetyltransferase (CAT) activity was measured in standard CAT assays as described previously (5); the results are presented in Fig. 4A. After autoradiography of the separated acetylated chloramphenicol forms, the spots were quantitated with NIH imaging (National Institutes of Health); the relative CAT activities are presented in Fig. 5A. No CAT activity was detected when N-expressing plasmid was omitted from the transfection (Fig. 4A, lane 1). Strong CAT activity was detected when cells were transfected with all the plasmids, i.e., pT7T-G, pT7T-M, pRN, pRP, pT7T-L, and pSDI-CAT (Fig. 4A, lanes 2 and 3). To study the effects of the unphosphorylated N on viral transcription, plasmid pRN-S389A instead of pRN was transfected along with all the other plasmids into BHK cells. As shown in Fig. 4A (lanes 4 and 5) and Fig. 5A, only 20 to 30% CAT activity was detected in cells transfected with pRN-S389A compared to cells transfected with pRN (Fig. 4A, lanes 2 and 3), indicating that the absence of N phosphorylation results in a decrease of viral transcription. To further study if the unphosphorylated N is a dominant-negative regulator, cells were transfected with both pRN and pRN-S389A. As shown in Fig. 4A (lane 6) and Fig. 5A, 82% CAT activity was detected in the cells transfected with both pRN and pRN-S389A compared to cells transfected with pRN, suggesting that pRN-S389A is not a dominant-negative regulator for viral transcription.

To further examine whether phosphorylation of N also affects viral replication, passage experiments were performed. The supernatants from the initial transfection (containing virus-like particles derived from the rabies virus minigenome) were used to infect fresh BHK cells transfected with pRN or pRN-S389A, pRP, and pT7T-L but not pSDI-CAT. If phosphorylation of N affects only transcription and not replication, viral particles would have been assembled in the initial transfection with pRN-S389A and, therefore, CAT activity would have been detected subsequently in the passage experiment when rescued by the phosphorylated N. The infected cells were harvested for CAT assay after 48 h of incubation, and CAT activity was quantitated. As shown in Fig. 4B and 5B, the highest CAT activity (100%) was detected (Fig. 4B, lane 2), when pRN was used in both the initial transfection and the subsequent passage experiment. When pRN was used in the initial transfection and pRN-S389A was used in the passage experiment, 43% CAT activity was detected (Fig. 4B, lane 3, and Fig. 5B), indicating that phosphorylation of N indeed affects transcription of the minigenome. When pRN-S389A was used in the initial transfection and pRN was used in the passage experiment, 61% CAT activity was detected, indicating that pRN-S389A supported replication of the minigenome in the initial transfection, albeit with somewhat lower efficiency. When pRN-S389A was replaced by pRN in the passage experiment, transcription of the minigenome was partially restored to the level attained by the phosphorylated N. Only 13% CAT...
activity was detected (Fig. 4B, lane 5, and Fig. 5B) when pRN-S389A was used in both the initial transfection and the passage experiment, suggesting that the absence of N phosphorylation results in decreases of both viral RNA transcription and replication. When both pRN and pRN-S389A were used in the initial transfection and in the passage experiment, 80% CAT activity was detected (Fig. 4B, lane 6), again indicating that unphosphorylated N is not a dominant-negative regulator for viral RNA transcription or replication.

Previously, we studied the mode and specificity of leader RNA encapsidation by N and found that rabies virus N preferentially encapsidates rabies virus leader RNA over other RNA species (18). In the present study, we investigated the role of phosphorylation of rabies virus N in leader RNA encapsidation and in rabies virus RNA transcription and replication.

Serine 389 of rabies virus N was identified as the only phosphorylated residue by Dietzschold et al. (6). Recently, however, Anzai et al. (1) proposed that a minor phosphorylation site may occur at threonine 375. The molar ratio of phosphoserine to phosphothreonine is about 4 to 1. In the present study, no phosphorylation was detected when the serine residue at position 389 was mutated to alanine. This could have been due to only a small portion of the N molecules being phosphorylated at threonine 375 and therefore not being detected by our assay. Alternatively, the phosphorylation at threonine 375 may have been influenced by phosphorylation at serine 389 as suggested by Anzai et al. (1). Once the phosphorylation at the serine residue at 389 is abolished, the threonine at 375 is not phosphorylated.

Rabies virus, like other single-stranded negative-sense RNA viruses, uses its genomic RNA as a template for both transcription and replication. During the transcription process, a positive-strand leader RNA and five monocistronic mRNAs are synthesized, whereas during the RNA replication process, a full-length, positive-strand RNA (replicative intermediate) is synthesized. The replicative intermediate RNA serves as the template for the synthesis of progeny negative-strand genomic RNA (17). This differential regulation of viral RNA transcription and replication is thought to be due to the ability of N to encapsidate the nascent RNA produced, as proposed for VSV and rabies virus (2, 16–18). Therefore, the ability of N to encapsidate leader RNA is a prerequisite for viral RNA replication. In the present study, we found that dephosphorylated or unphosphorylated N encapsidated more RNA. Furthermore, the absence of N phosphorylation resulted in a dramatic decrease of RNA transcription as measured by CAT assay in both the initial transfection and subsequent passage experiments. If unphosphorylated N binds more RNA, it would be reasonable to assume that unphosphorylated N would favor replication. Surprisingly, the absence of N phosphorylation also resulted in reduction of replication, although this was not as dramatic as the reduction of transcription. This may be due to the fact that the unphosphorylated N may affect the interaction between polymerase and the RNP template and consequently result in reduction of replication. In the present study, however, only the passage experiment was carried out to assess the rate of replication. The unphosphorylated N may also influence N-N or N-matrix protein interaction and therefore affect the efficiency of virus assembly. More sensitive assays, such as the RNase protection assay, to directly distinguish viral transcripts from replication products are being developed.

The stronger RNA binding activity of unphosphorylated or dephosphorylated N may be due to the fact that the unphosphorylated N is too basic in charge and, therefore, binds too tightly to the acidic genomic RNA. Mutation of the phosphoserine to aspartic acid or glutamic acid is under way in the laboratory to confirm this hypothesis. Alternatively, the unphosphorylated N may have a configuration different from that of the phosphorylated N, which binds more RNA. The tight binding of RNA by the unphosphorylated N makes it more difficult for other viral proteins to unwind the encapsidated RNA for transcription and replication by viral RNA polymerase. In summary, we conclude that phosphorylation of rabies virus N supports viral RNA transcription and replication, possibly by modulating the encapsidation of genomic RNA.
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